Animal asymmetry A. Richard Palmer
For decades morphological asymmetries have evoked curiosity and wonder (Figure 1 ). Although largely studied by natural history connoisseurs, many wonderful stories emerged: for instance, lopsided flatfish that lie on one side of their body and have both eyes on the other; the narwhal's spectacular, sinistrally-coiled and left-sided tusk; Velella velella, the by-the-wind sailor that drifts on the ocean surface and has right-and left-sailing forms; the ability of oppositely coiled snails to mate -sometimes it's easy and sometimes it's not; male theridiid spiders that rip off one palp and eat it, leaving only one for mating; male fiddler crabs with a massive claw (up to 40% of body weight) that is used for signaling and fighting.
Morphological asymmetry is one of those exceedingly rare characteristics of animals (and protists and plants) that has evolved independently many times (Table 1) . In a 1932 compilation not since equaled, Wilhelm Ludwig tallied all known examples and kinds of animal asymmetries: large, small, bilateral, helical, morphological and behavioral. But little general insight emerged from this Herculean exercise other than an attempt to standardize terminology, some speculations on common causes, and a nearly 100-page screed on handed behavior in humans and other primates, a subject that, astonishingly, remains poorly understood even today.
A simplified perspective on morphological asymmetry
Despite the great diversity of asymmetrical forms, a focus solely on direction of asymmetry renders broad-scale comparative studies of asymmetry variation tractable. This is because the development and evolution of a simple and well-defined qualitative trait -direction of asymmetry -can be easily compared among organisms with very different body plans. If only direction is considered,
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Fixed asymmetry: inheritance Fixed asymmetries occur in many groups ( Figure 1 , Table 1 ), and may be either right-sided (dextral) or left-sided (sinistral). In most such species, reversed individuals occur occasionally. These variants permit breeding studies to test whether direction of asymmetry is controlled by a few or many genes. The answer is mixed. In all snails studied so far, coiling direction is inherited predominantly as a single-locus, two-allele polymorphism, a result made somewhat puzzling by the fact that either dextral or sinistral may be dominant. In flatfish, eye-side inheritance has only been studied in starry flounder, a rare polymorphic species whose eye-side frequencies depart significantly from random. Eye side is clearly heritable, but, curiously, only about 70%. Some odd observations in cultivated flatfish raise eyebrows even further. Despite the rarity of reversed individuals in nature, flatfish in cultivation exhibit up to 20% reversal, suggesting that eye-side determination remains sensitive to environmental effects.
Another peculiar mode of inheritance involves an internal, anatomical asymmetry. Like all vertebrates, mice have an asymmetrical, left-sided heart. Curiously, heart side is random in iv mutant mice, regardless of the parents' direction of asymmetry. Therefore, unlike snails, the two alleles are not for left and right, but for left and random.
Random asymmetry: inheritance A more consistent, albeit surprising, pattern of inheritance emerges from studies of random asymmetries (Table 1, Figure 1 ). Because dextral and sinistral forms are equally common in such species, tests for inheritance are easier to conduct. Remarkably, among 13 animal studies only one suggested that direction of asymmetry was inherited, and doubts remain about that exception. Add to this even more results from plants -in 15 of 16 cases direction is not inheritedand a broad generalization emerges. With only one exception -albeit a highly informative one (see below) -direction of asymmetry is not inherited in cases of random asymmetry.
In cases of random asymmetry, therefore, right-sided and left-sided are conspicuous phenotypic variants that almost always lack a genetic basis. This lack of a heritable basis to direction of asymmetry raises some fascinating questions about how right and left forms develop. Perhaps direction is entirely stochastic, or random influences from the environment induce asymmetry in a particular direction in an individual. three types of conspicuous asymmetry typically occur within species: dextral (all individuals right-sided or dextrally coiled), sinistral (all individuals left-sided or sinistrally coiled) or random (half of the individuals are right/dextral and half are left/sinistral; sometimes called antisymmetry). An even simpler grouping is: fixed asymmetry (all individuals asymmetrical in the same direction, regardless of direction) and random asymmetry. One or more of these kinds of asymmetry occur in the external form of many animal groups (Table 1) , as they do in internal organs.
Two questions emerge: of what significance is the observation that direction of asymmetry is fixed in some species and random in others?
Ontogeny of asymmetry
Two examples of how morphological asymmetries develop, one fixed and one random, show how symmetrybreaking is coupled developmentally to other asymmetries, either in the intracellular environment or in influences from the external environment.
In some gastropods, the orientation of shell coiling may be traced back ontogenetically to the orientation of cleavage planes in early spiral cleavage. In 1895, Henry Crampton first noted that spiral cleavage orientation was reversed in a sinistral gastropod, Physa heterostropha, compared to the more typical orientation in the vastly more numerous dextral gastropods -and, indeed, in most other spirally cleaving animals. In a classical study with the polymorphic freshwater snail Lymnaea peregra, Gary Freeman and Judith Lundelius confirmed that coiling direction was inherited predominantly as a single-locus two-allele polymorphism, with dextral being dominant. They also showed that embryos from genetically sinistral mothers exhibited a reversed orientation of spiral cleavage compared to embryos from genetically dextral mothers (in snails, the asymmetry phenotype of the offspring reflects the genotype of the mother). Therefore Crampton's original observations of differences among species also apply to shell coiling direction within species. Most remarkable of all, motivated by a hunch that the recessive sinistral allele was a loss-of-function allele, Freeman and Lundelius transplanted egg cytoplasm from fertilized eggs of dextral mothers into those of sinistral mothers and managed to reverse spiral cleavage orientation. Some cytoplasmic (likely cytoskeletal and chiral) component in the egg is clearly responsible for orienting spiral cleavage and, ultimately, body asymmetry and shell coiling. Regrettably, the identity of this factor remains elusive.
American lobsters (Figure 2) , much appreciated as a culinary delicacy, are a textbook example of random asymmetry. In large samples, half have the large crusher claw on the left side and half on the right. Simple yet elegant laboratory experiments A simple comparative test of these alternative modes of evolution is possible by way of a single assumption. In species that exhibit random asymmetry, we assume that direction of asymmetry is not inherited, at least in the absence of direct evidence for inheritance. This assumption seems safe because it has been verified in 28 of the 29 cases examined (see above). Moreover, the sole exception -style bending in enantiostylous flowers of some monocot plants -actually confirms that genetic control of bending direction appeared evolutionarily after the bent-style phenotype already existed, a pattern seen in many taxa that include both random and fixed asymmetries.
If direction of asymmetry is inherited in cases of fixed asymmetry but not inherited in cases of random asymmetry, two evolutionary scenarios are possible. If a species with fixed asymmetry evolved from a randomly asymmetrical ancestor then mutations that induce right-sidedness or left-sidedness most likely arose evolutionarily after the conspicuous morphological phenotypes right-sided (dextral) and left-sided (sinistral) already existed as a polymorphism. Alternatively, if a species with fixed asymmetry evolved directly from a symmetrical ancestor, then mutations that induce right-sidedness or left-sidedness likely initiated the morphological asymmetry.
Take flatfish (Pleuronectiformes), for instance: as adults, they lie horizontally on one side of their body, with both eyes facing upwards on the other. Yet they begin life like any other planktonic fish larvae, swimming upright with two eyes symmetrically placed on opposite sides of the head. Then, as they approach the time to settle they pass through an extraordinary transformation. One eye actually migrates across the midline of the skull to lie wholly on the other side of the head. Only then, with both eyes firmly ensconced on one side, do they settle into life on the bottom.
The evolutionary history of flatfishes (Figure 3) is at least as remarkable as their ontogeny. Two of the three most ancient extant lineages exhibit random eye-side asymmetry. Add to this the recent report of random asymmetry in early fossil flatfishes, and it seems very likely that random eye-side asymmetry was the ancestral state. From random-eyed ancestors, both right-eyed and left-eyed species arose independently at least twice, with occasional evolutionary reversals of direction or reversions to polymorphism in both crown clades (I and II). Eye-side direction is clearly an evolutionarily labile trait.
One startling conclusion emerges from this evolutionary history: genes directing larval flatfish to become right-eyed or left-eyed likely arose evolutionarily after conspicuously right-eyed and left-eyed flatfish already existed. Random eye side in the earliest flatfish very strongly suggests that eye-side was determined either purely stochastically or by randomly lateralized environmental cues. Only later did genes arise that biased eye-migration predictably towards a particular side of the head. In other words, in flatfishes -a wholly novel form of fish if there ever was one -eye-side asymmetry appears to exhibit a phenotype-precedesgenotype mode of evolution during the early radiation of the group.
When this logic is applied to many clades of animals, an even more surprising result emerges: between one-third and one-half of the cases of fixed asymmetry (where genes play a role orienting the asymmetry in a particular direction) arose evolutionarily from ancestors that exhibited random asymmetry (where direction of asymmetry is typically not inherited). So, fixed asymmetries evolved almost as often via a phenotype-precedes-genotype mode of evolution as via the more conventional genotype-precedesphenotype mode.
Despite their evident success (over 700 living species), and despite our progress in understanding their evolutionary history (Figure 3) , one big question remains: what possible advantage is there to having eyes on the right side of the head versus the left, or vice versa? Eye side became genetically fixed presumably because individuals carrying genes for right-eyedness in some lineages and left-eyedness in other lineages somehow had higher fitness. But any invoked advantages must account for how eye-side became fixed to one side from some random-eyed ancestor, and how right-eyed descendents evolved from left-eyed ancestors, and vice versa.
Of course, these puzzles apply to all cases where fixed asymmetries evolved from randomly asymmetrical ancestors, or where direction of asymmetry changes evolutionarily. But that's one reason the study of right-left asymmetry remains so fascinating.
Emerging generalities
The flatfish example illustrates nicely how morphological asymmetries offer a rich buffet of puzzles about development, functional morphology, ecology and evolution. By studying the simple characteristic -direction of asymmetry -solutions to these puzzles can be compared among groups with highly divergent body plans, including protists, plants and animals. Broad generalities about the interplay between development and evolution, and between genes and environment, seem possible -if only we take the time to look.
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